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Intended Outcomes
Participants will ...
● Build common understanding of a critical student data
problem and a theory of action
● Collaboratively generate potential root causes as
hypotheses of practices
● Categorize potential root causes in practices
● Prioritize to determine the greatest “influencer” practices
for leverage
● Describe the practice of highest priority
● Determine and understand next steps
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Prepare to Use Technology
● Use laptops with access to the internet.
● Use your copy of the slides to record your
notes.
● You will be provided a Root Cause Analysis
Worksheet to document your work today.
● Please open and save a copy of this
worksheet. Provide access to all team
members so they can work collaboratively.
● Assign team roles.
● In WISEdash for Districts, the Data Inquiry
Journal (DIJ) can also be used to document
this work.
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Data Inquiry Journal - WISEdash for Districts
● Be sure you have online
access to WISEdash for
Districts or WISEdash
Public.
● Provides users of WISEdash
a tool to document inquiry
and prepare an improvement
plan.
● Includes the root cause
analysis process.
● Meets DPI requirements for
responding to federal
identification.
DIJ At-A-Glance
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Community Agreements
● This session is designed for active teamwork
● Session scheduled until 4:30 - Please break as needed
during team time
● Be mindful of and assist other learners
(novices to experts)
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Data Inquiry Process
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Interconnected Data Inquiry Process
● Student data inquiry provides
the pathway to inquiry and
analysis of root causes in
practices.
● The combination of student
data inquiry and subsequent
practices data inquiry provides
a solid informed basis for
implementing improvement
actions.
Today we will practice
and hone in on the
linkages between the
student data inquiry and
practices inquiry.
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Critical Problem for Students
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Determining a Critical Problem
A critical data problem is …
1. A student outcome priority
2. An issue determined from a comprehensive student inquiry,
that should include:
a. All students data inquiry
b. Equity gaps data inquiry
c. Content data inquiry
3. Analysis of student performance data supported from
multiple data sources
4. Agreed upon by a collaborative team
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Determining Criticality
To determine criticality in data findings, consider…
● Persistence in the data pattern
● Multiple years showing a trend (at least 3 years)
● Size of differences in the numbers (larger differences
more likely to be critical)
● Impact on students, including numbers of students
impacted
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Perceptions
Without looking at data, what do you “think” is the most critical
student performance problem in your school?
● On a post-it note, each person on the team lists his/her
perception of the single most critical student performance
problem in their school that would be supported by data.
● Each person shares perception
with the team.
● Use a group process to come to
consensus to agree upon the
most critical student
performance problem and
record this in your worksheet.
● Be ready to support your
selection.
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WISEdash for Districts - New Look
NEW
LOOK!
VERSION
2.0
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Verify Perceptions with Data
Is there data to support your perception?
● Use WISEdash Public, secure or local data sources to find a data
picture(s) that clearly supports the performance problem selected.
● Insert the data picture(s) that represents your critical student data
problem in the worksheet.
● Add a caption or data finding statement to the data picture that
includes basic information about the data.
● Write a rationale for selecting this data picture in your worksheet.

If the data does
not support the
collective
perception,
regroup to reach
new consensus.
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Problem Statement
A problem statement should:
○ Be your school’s outcome priority for students
○ Be concise and focus on only one problem
○ Answer the 5 W’s (Who, what, where, when, why)
○ Be one or two sentences long
○ Include the size or magnitude of the problem
○ Include the negative points of the current situation and its
importance
○ Not suggest a solution.

Source: https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.440722!/file/HowtoWriteaProblemStatement.pdf
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Problem Statement-Sample 1
Problem Statement
(Student Outcome Priority
Statement)

Rationale:
Across all elementary schools, the difference
between EcD and Non-EcD students in ELA
achievement is very large, negatively impacting
about 50% of our total student population based
on both state assessments and the STAR
assessments for the past 3 years.

The percentage of ELA
proficient & advanced EcD
elementary students in
grades 3-5 is persistently
low over two years in all
schools, while non-EcD
students is persistently
higher, revealing an
unchanging significant gap.
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Problem Statement-Sample 2
Problem Statement
(Student Outcome Priority Statement)

Rationale:
Less than 53% of all students in grades 3-8
were proficient & advanced in the Forward
exam; furthermore the achievement
percentages shift to fewer students at
proficient or above grade by grade, until the
lowest achievement is in grade 8.

Math proficiency is very
low--less than 53%-- for all
students in grades 3-8 on the
Wisconsin Forward Exam in
2017-18, indicating that our
students will not be college &
career ready.
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Problem Statement (Student Outcome
Priority Statement)
Given your agreed-upon critical data picture and rationale,
collaboratively write a problem statement for your school in
your worksheet AND on a large post-it note.
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Situation Appraisal
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Hypotheses of Practice
There are many words used to describe HoP. For example:
● Likely root causes
● Educated guesses
● Theory or thesis
… about adult practices that are potentially contributing
to the critical student data problem.
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Writing Hypotheses
Not like this ...
Are vaguely written
Are phrases or topics
Blame others/point fingers
Focus on unalterable factors
Contain random acts
Focus on a “product/program or tool”
instead of system or implementation

More like this ...
Are clearly written and actionable
Focus on alterable educator practices
Are likely root causes for the problem
statement
Are actionable in immediate and
long-term
Are interconnected
Are locally generated and owned by
the team/staff
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Hypotheses about Root Causes
Guidelines
Focused on the student data problem,
hypotheses must be:
1. About alterable factors, rather than
unalterable factors, such as student
characteristics
2. Connected to the issue
3. Captured from all team members
4. Documented
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Hypotheses of Practice
Examples
We believe we have this outcome because...
NO--Vague

YES--Clear and Specific

Special ed pull out

... We are pulling out many special ed students from core instruction

We each do our own
thing

... We are not using the same curriculum in all classrooms by grade

Don’t use data

… We are not using formative assessment data to inform instruction

PD

… We have not provided enough training on our literacy framework

Collaboration time

… Our reg. & sped teachers are not collaborating about grade level
standards

Our students are lazy

… We aren’t using strategies that engage students in the learning

We do not
accommodate.

... We do not identify what each student needs to advance their
learning
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Individual Hypotheses Brainstorm
DIRECTIONS: Use this stem to write your
hypotheses of practice:

Directions:

Self-Check
On a scale of 1 to 3, to
what degree is each
hypothesis …

1. Individually reflect silently on the data
problem and think about why this is
occurring.

● A likely root cause for the
identified student data
problem

“We believe we have this
problem because we …”

Focus on issues within your control -adult professional practices. These
practices are your hypotheses of
practice (potential root causes for the
data findings).
2. Jot down your ideas about hypotheses
of practices until the time is up--one
idea per post-it note.

● Clear and specific
● A response to the stem
● Within our control
● Focused on adult
practices and not about
students
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Team Share
3. Now, in round robin fashion, each team member states one
hypothesis until all ideas have been shared. There is no
discussion at this point.
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Categorizing
Hypotheses of Practice (HOPs)
Fishbone
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Categorizing Practices
● Categories for practices help us visualize the areas of work
for major focus.
● There are many frameworks that can help us organize our
potential root causes by categories.
● Today, we are providing the Equitable MLSS Key features to
help you frame your HOPs.
● We will use a “fishbone”
process to organize our
HOPs - potential root causes.

LINK for blank Fishbone
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Two Options

Fishbone Category Options

Equitable MLSS Key
Features

Determine Team
Categories
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Multilevel
System of
Support
(MLSS)
Framework
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Categorizing Hypothesis of Practices
● Categories for practices help us visualize the areas for major focus.
● The Multilevel System of Support (MLSS) Framework can be used to
categorize your hypotheses.

Multi-Level System of Support Framework
❏ High Quality Instruction

❏ Evidence-based Practices

❏ Strategic Use of Data

❏ Systemic Implementation

❏ Collaboration

❏ Strong, Shared Leadership

❏ Strong Universal Level

❏ Positive Culture

❏ Continuum of Supports

❏ Family and Community
Engagement
❏ Equity
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Key System Features - What do they
mean?
Say it in Six!
Write a Six Word Memoir that encapsulates one of the 11
features. You’ll have to read the description and choose your
words carefully so that you are conveying the meaning of the
system feature to others.

Example: “Study root cause to improve practice”
Say it in Six Activity Doc
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Option 1: Fishbone
with MLSS Framework
Directions:
1. Find the MLSS poster for your fishbone.
2. Write your student outcome priority statement at the “head” of the fish.
3. One at a time, the author of each HOP explains their hypothesis and
recommends the category for placement, followed by team discussion to
reach consensus on the category.
4. Place the HOP post-it in that category.
5. Repeat these steps until all post-its have been categorized collaboratively.
6. Combine HOPs that are similar and represent the same practice.
7. Reflect on the HOPs in the fishbone to ensure that they connect to critical
data picture and problem statement as potential root causes.
8. Team members may add HOPs as desired with team consensus.
9. Enter the student outcome priority statement and these HOPs statements into
the table below to reflect the fishbone categorization and to document your
work.
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Option 2 - Developing Categories
● Often referred to as an “Affinity Process” this option allows the
team to sort HOPs into logical groups based on common
ideas and natural relationships.
● When the HOPs are clustered, the team collaboratively
determines labels for each group of HOPs.
● These labels become
the ribs of the fish for
the Fishbone Diagram.

LINK for blank Fishbone
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Option 2: Determine Local
Categories for Fishbone
Directions:
1. Team members work collaboratively to place all of the HOPs in logical groups by
“topic” on blank chart paper.
2. Collaboratively and by consensus, the team writes a label (category name) for the
main idea of each group of HOPs.
3. Use a blank template for your fishbone.
4. Write your student outcome priority statement at the “head” of the fish.
5. Write the group labels for the ribs of the fish. You may not need all of the ribs of the
fish on the blank template.
6. Place the HOPs post-its in the corresponding categories of the fishbone.
7. Combine HOPs that are similar and represent the same practice.
8. Reflect on the HOPs in the fishbone to ensure that they connect to critical data
picture and problem statement as potential root causes.
9. Team members may add HOPs if the team agrees.
10. Revise the table below to match the labels for your team’s categories.
11. Enter the student outcome priority statement and these HOPs statements into the
table below to reflect the fishbone categorization and to document your work.
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Reflection
What did you learn from the fishbone
categorization process?
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Prioritizing Hypotheses of Practice
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Technical and Adaptive Strategies
How do we go from many possible causes on the Fishbone to
the highest likely cause(s)?
This step is very procedural (technical), yet leads to deep
thinking (adaptive new learning).
This step takes …
●
●
●
●

Time
Concentration
Collaboration & discussion
Patience
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Criteria for Prioritizing
Your team has generated a wide variety of potential root causes
displayed on your fishbone. What criteria may be important to
use to help to hone in on the MOST LIKELY impactful root
cause?
Is this Hypothesis of Practice ...
● Pervasive? Does this cause apply to most adults throughout
the system? Does this cause apply to most students?
● Impact? Does this cause have an immediate impact on
students?
● Reflecting bias? Is this cause directly linked to bias or
limiting beliefs?
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Round 1 Voting
Winnowing the List
The team needs to discuss and provide some judgement around this
categorized list of HOPS, choosing which are most likely potential root
causes for the student outcome priority statement.

Directions:
●

●

Individual voting:
○ Each person will vote using the criteria on the previous slide.
○ Each person gets 5 votes to select the root causes on their fishbone that they
think have the highest likelihood of causing the student data problem (use a
marker to mark their dots on the fishbone post-its). They may place as many of
their 5 votes on any one root cause.
Narrow the List:
○ Collaboratively, add up the votes on each post-it and select up to 10 HOPs with
the most number of votes to move forward.
○ If there is a tie, work to reach consensus for the top 10 HOPs or move to the
next round with more than 10.

○ On the Fishbone, put a “star” on these (10) HOPs.
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Round 1 Winnowing the List
(We believe we have this problem because …)
High Quality
Instruction

Equity

There is a lack of
differentiation in the Our pull out
programming isn’t
classroom
the same as
universal

Our resources are not
aligned to standards

Everyone does
their own thing

Strategic Use
of Data

We don’t really
teach to the
standards

We always have to teach
to “catch” students up
from the year before
because they’re lacking
skills

Some teachers are using
their own materials in
addition to the adopted
texts, and away from the
text.

When we teach the
lower kids, it slows the
whole class down and
we can’t meet
expectations

We only use STAR
data 3 times a year
and don’t do anything
with it
We’ve had these
results for so many
years, we feel
overwhelmed

Math proficiency is very low--less than 50%-- for all students in grades
3-8 on the Wisconsin Forward Exam in 2016-17, indicating that our
students will not be college & career ready.
We waste our time
We adopted new
during PLC time with materials without
district requirements good training

We don’t know what the
students are being
taught in RtI (is it
matched to our
curriculum?)

Strong Shared
Leadership

We changed our
schedule and have
shorter math
periods.

Staff turnover

We’ve had a lot of
change in staff

We don’t know how
to handle behaviorDuring staff
meetings, we focus
problems

on irrelevant stuff,
and not teaching

Positive
Culture

We don’t know how to
engage parents to
follow up with students
homework

Family &
Community
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Round 2 Voting Criteria
We have a collection of the top 10 HOPS. In the 2nd round of voting each
team member should consider this question... which of these potential
root causes has the greatest influence or impact among all of the
others, and hence, the student outcome?

When considering influence think about these criteria
It is a HOP...
●
●
●
●

that has a strong effect on someone or something.
has “more power” than the other...one “pushes” the other.
is “most dominant” in the relationship between hypotheses
Is the cause of another HOPS
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On The Back of Your Fishbone. . .
Round 2 (3 votes)
Our resources are
not aligned to
standards

We adopted new
materials without
good training

IIII

We don’t really
teach to the
standards

When we teach the
lower kids, it slows the
whole class down and
we can’t meet
expectations

Some teachers are
using their own
materials in addition
to the adopted texts,
and away from the
text.

Round 3 (1 vote)

I

IIII II
Staff turnover

We adopted
new materials
without good
training

We changed
our schedule
and have
shorter math
periods.

II

We changed our
schedule and have
shorter math
periods.

IIII II
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Round 2 Voting
Voting on Influence
The team reviews the top 10 HOPs from Round 1. Prior to voting in
this round, team members have the opportunity to discuss these
HOPs and lobby for more votes to be cast for a HOP on the list.

Directions:
●

●

Individual voting:
○ Keep the criteria for “influence” in mind during voting.
○ Each person gets 3 more votes to cast on the top 10. They may place as
many of their 3 votes on any one root cause.
Collaboratively:
○ Add up the votes on each post-it and select up to 5 HOPS with the most
number of votes to move forward.
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On The Back of Your Fishbone. . .
Round 2 (3 votes)
Our resources are
not aligned to
standards

Some teachers are
using their own
materials in addition
to the adopted texts,
and away from the
text.

We adopted new
materials without
good training

IIII

We don’t really
teach to the
standards

When we teach the
lower kids, it slows the
whole class down and
we can’t meet
expectations

Some teachers are
using their own
materials in addition
to the adopted texts,
and away from the
text.

Round 3 (1 vote)

I

We changed our
schedule and have
shorter math
periods.

IIII II
Our resources are
not aligned to
standards

Staff turnover
We adopted
new materials
without good
training

We changed
our schedule
and have
shorter math
periods.

II

IIII

II

We changed our
schedule and have
shorter math
periods.

IIII II

We changed
our schedule
and have
shorter math
periods.
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Round 3 Voting
Final Selection
The team reviews the HOPs selected from Round 2. Record the
votes from round 2 and remove any that did not get any votes and
move the top 3-5 sticky notes with the highest votes to the right side
of the paper. Prior to voting in this round, team members have the
opportunity to discuss these HOPs and lobby for more votes to be
cast for a HOP on the list.

Directions:
●

●

Individual voting:
○ Each person gets ONE vote to cast on the HOPs selected in Round 2 that
you believe is the MOST LIKELY root cause.
Collaboratively:
○ The one(s) with the most votes is the highest likely root cause determined
by your team.
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Highest Likely Root Cause
Enter the highest likely root cause into your template.
In the notes section of the template summarize your team’s
discussions that led you to selecting the highest likely root
cause. How does working to improve this root cause also effect
other hypothesis of practices?
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Take a Photo & Record Hypotheses

Snap a

photo of
your grou
p
work and
import it
into your
worksheet
!
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Practice Priority Statement
We believe we are seeing _______
because we ___________.
Sample Practice Priority Statement:
We believe that our students are not reaching
proficiency in mathematics because “our resources are
not aligned to standards.”
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Practice Priority Statement
Practice Priority Statement
After choosing the most likely root cause contributing to the student outcome
priority statement, write a practice priority statement using a format such as: "We
believe we can improve (enter the student priority outcome) if we (enter highest
likely root cause)."
Sample: We believe we can increase student ELA proficiency if we infuse
culturally responsive practices into our literacy framework for all teachers to follow.
Write a practice priority statement to explain the relationship between Highest
Likely Root Cause and the Student Outcome Priority Statement.

Enter the practice priority statement:
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Next Steps
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Next Steps
The next step will be to complete a practice inquiry for the hypothesis
of practice you have determined to be a potential root cause for the
student data problem identified.
To get started, it is recommended that you would:
1. Investigate research to provide a rationale for this practice
indicating its contribution to solving the critical problem.
2. Collaboratively develop a description
of this practice at its expected
level for teachers and for leaders.
3. Discuss how these steps can
inform an investigation into the
prioritized practice in your school.
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Additional Resources
● The tools and resources we are
sharing with you today were
developed by the WISExplore
Team.
● These will be available to everyone
in WISElearn
● Each CESA has trained Data
Specialists to help you continue the
work you’ve started today, or to
lead you through the complete data
inquiry process from start to finish.
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There are many ways
to continue your
learning after the
Summit, that also
connect to this session!

Mark your calendars!
Registration done through
your local CESA
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●
●

●
●

Multi-day Academies
Reimbursement for school
and district leaders through
Title II
Individual and team-based
opportunities
Direct connection to 3 tenets

Wrap Up & Feedback Form

Please take a few minutes to
complete this feedback form
to help us get better.
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